Quantitative parameters measured by a new sonographic method for differentiation of benign and malignant breast disease.
To differentiate lesions on sonography by clinical amplitude/velocity reference imaging (CARI). Diameters of 144 breast lesions were measured preoperatively with a new sonographic method (CARI). This method uses mammography-identical positioning of the breast for examination and a reference structure for detection of changes of sound amplitude and velocity by through transmission of lesions. Ratios of diameters were calculated after correction for abridgement by increased velocity within some lesions. Tables were made for each ratio class containing the uncorrected craniocaudal diameter of all measurable lesions and, if present, its corresponding change of velocity (measure of elevation of the reference structure). By retrospective analysis of the distribution of data and use of a limit to guarantee that all cancers should be detected, only 18% of the benign lesions were not distinguishable from malignant lesions. After further technical development, CARI could be used synchronously with mammography to improve the detection and differentiation of benign and malignant breast lesions.